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1. The Big Picture 

August 6, 2019

 LNA airstrikes expand amid GNA anti-Salame campaign 

Bell 

Libya Weekly 

Political  Security 
Update 

KEY POINTS 

• LNA targets Misrata forces in Saddadah 

• GNA backlash at Salame’s comments  

• Escalation expected ahead of Eid Al-Adha 

Libyan National Army (LNA) air combat operations 
targeting Government of National Accord (GNA) forces 
continued to expand beyond usual areas of 
engagement, compensating for limited on-the-ground 
military activity this week in Tripoli. Yet as clashes enter 
their fifth month, the relative slowdown in ground activity 
over the past two weeks could be in anticipation of 
further escalation either during or after the Eid Al-Adha 
period, highlighted by reported LNA reinforcements 
from Tobruk and Ajdabiya. Pro-LNA factions continue 

to hint at a possible push northward to break the GNA’s 
defensive lines and enter the capital city, which remains 
to be seen. Some reports indicate LNA forces are 
delivering weapons and ammunition to sleeper cells 
and sympathizers within Tripoli ahead of a planned 
operation to enter the capital city. The development, if 
confirmed, could result in a wave of assassinations 
and/or attacks targeting militia leaders and their assets. 

In terms of combat operations, the LNA focus is on 
degrading GNA capabilities. The LNA Air Force (LAF) 

carried out multiple airstrikes targeting Misrata forces 
near Saddadah, killing at least three and injuring nine 
others between 0500hrs and 0600hrs on 02 Aug. The 
LNA claims GNA-aligned forces were targeted as they 
prepared to launch an offensive on the LNA-controlled 
Jufra airbase. Al-Ghazwi stated that the targeted GNA 
mobilization was hiding in an official counter-terrorism 
force building, and included fighters affiliated with the 
Benghazi Revolutionaries Shura Council (BRSC) and 
Ibrahim Jathran, the former Petroleum Facilities Guard 

(PFG) commander. Separately, the LAF carried out 
additional nighttime airstrikes targeting GNA positions 
in the Sirte national district between 01 Aug and 02 Aug.  
 
The head of the LNA’s Dignity Ops Room, Brigadier 
Khaled Mahjoub, stated the series of preemptive strikes 
in the Greater Sirte Operations theatre come as part of 
the LNA’s strategy to open up a new front in Sirte and 
eventually liberate the city. The airstrikes corroborate 
WB’s assessment in previous reports that the LNA will 
expand areas of engagement by conducting airstrikes 

in areas isolated from ground combat across the West.  

Meanwhile, a new political rift emerged as GNA officials 
and institutions accused the United Nations Support 
Mission in Libya (UNSMIL) head, Ghassan Salame, of 
misrepresentation and bias in his latest UN briefing. 
More specifically, the GNA took offence at Salame’s 
declarations that extremists were fighting in their ranks 
and that Mitiga International Airport (MJI) was used for 
military purposes. In a statement, the GNA Ministry of 
Transport (MoT) confirmed that the airport is used 

solely for civil aviation as an international port, whilst 

noting the impact of recurrent attacks on the airport, 
including civilian facilities and aircraft. 

Initially, the crisis appeared to be benign, but later 
took on a more significant turn when GNA Deputy 
Transport Minister, Hisham Abu Skheiwat, expressed 
in a televised interview his refusal to grant Salame 
permits to land at Zuwara International Airport (WAX), 
urging him to use MJI instead. As of 05 Aug, open 
source records show no scheduled 
departures/arrivals at WAX.  

More broadly, the timing of the latest crisis has 
significantly reduced the likelihood Salame’s Eid Al-
Adha ceasefire calls will be respected in the short 
term. Prospects remain limited despite talk of a 
ceasefire “very soon” in recent discussions between 
French President Emmanuel Macron and his 
Egyptian counterpart, Abdelfattah Sisi. In fact, a 
battalion affiliated with Salah Badi’s Sumoud Brigade 
has already voiced its rejection of a truce, refusing to 
comply with any ceasefire fearing it would enable 

LNA forces to replenish their ammunition.  
 
Politically, there is mounting evidence to suggest the 
GNA is exploiting Salame’s comments as a 
scapegoat given it is now under pressure at home, 
With Eid Al-Adha approaching, power outages, 
compounded by the reported lack of liquidity, and 
long queues, have raised the stakes for the Tripoli 
government. In response, the GNA attempted to 
shore up its approval ratings with a range of economic 

and political measures this week. First, GNA PM 
Fayez Sarraj issued a decision to reduce the tax levy 
imposed on foreign currency from 183% to 163%, 
subsequently setting the new rate at 3.56 Libyan 
dinars (LYD) to the dollar. Separately, Sarraj issued 
a directive activating Law 1 of 2014 raising the 
salaries/allowances of martyrs and invalided soldiers 
that have taken part in the GNA’s Volcano of Rage 
combat operations. As per the decree, salaries will be 
raised to equal those of the highest military ranks in 
the GNA. Last but not least, the Central Bank of Libya 

(CBL) distributed a total of 372 million LYD across 
commercial banks in Tripoli (138 million LYD), Zawiya 
(100 million LYD), and the Western Mountains area 
(134 million LYD). 
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Shahat Security Directorate 
announced a suicide bombing 
attempt was foiled on 08 Mar. A 
13 year-old Egyptian national was 
reportedly arrested carrying an 
improvised explosive device 
(IED), which he planned to 
detonate in a busy market, in the 
city’s Souq Al Jum'aa area. No 
further information available. 

WB sources reported sporadic gunfire in 
Garabolli at approximately 1330hrs on 29 Jul. 
Initial reports indicate GNA forces erected dirt 
barricades on the Garabolli Bridge, which 
leads to Tarhunah. The incident would come 
a day after LNA-affiliated Al-Kaniat militia 
gathered South of the Garabolli Bridge in the 
afternoon on 29 Jul. 

The National Oil Corporation 
(NOC) announced the 
reinstatement of force majeure 
on crude oil loadings at the Port 
of Al-Zawiya due to Sharara Oil 
Field pipeline valve closure on 30 
Jul. The NOC noted that Akakus 
Oil Operations (AOO) employees 
were prevented from attempting 
to reopen the valve by a “local 
armed group”. 

Reports of a total power outage 
impacting the electrical grid in 
the West, from Sirte to Ras 
Ajdair, and including Tripoli, at 
approximately 1600hrs on 02 
Aug. The outage resulted in 
multiple reported communication 
failures and a temporary closure 
of the Ras Ajdair border 
crossing. 

According to Radio France International (RFI), 
citing an unidentified Tunisian source, the pilot 
of an LNA-marked L-39 Albatros aircraft 
recently landed in a town in Tunisia because he 
defected from Haftar’s forces. The incident was 
initially reported as an emergency landing 
caused by a technical fault.  

The LNA Air Force (LAF) carried 
out multiple airstrikes targeting 
Misrata forces near Saddadah, 
killing at least three and injuring 
nine others between 0500hrs 
and 0600hrs on 02 Aug. The 
LNA claims GNA-aligned forces 
were targeted as they prepared 
to launch an offensive on the 
LNA-controlled Jufra airbase. 

Unconfirmed reports indicate pro-GNA Al-
Zawiya militias kidnapped the cousin of one of 
their militia members and handed him over to 
pro-GNA Misrata militias on 30 Jul. Initial 
reports indicate the Al-Zawiya militiaman was 
kidnapped because his relative stole an LNA 
marked military vehicle in Gharyan during the 
GNA’s attack to control the city on 26 Jun.  

Local reports of heavy artillery 
clashes in Libya’s southern town 
of Murzuq between pro-GNA 
Tebu forces and pro-LNA forces 
from the city on 03 Aug. Initial 
reports indicate pro-GNA Tebu 
forces launched an assault on 
the city to regain its control on 03 
Aug. 

 
 

2. National Security Map 
Force majeure reinstated after another Sharara valve closure; Tebu-led offensive on Murzuq  
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The Media Centre of the LNA’s 
Dignity Operations Room stated 
the LAF shot down a GNA-
operated/Turkish- manufactured 
unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) 
North of Aziziya on 29 Jul. 
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3. Nationwide Security Analysis 
Surge in nationwide fatalities and recorded airstrikes  

  

      

   
   

  

Nationwide fatalities by 

type of attack (Past week) 

 

 

Nationwide incidents by 

type of attack (Past week) 

 

Nationwide incidents by 

national district (Past week) 
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Nationwide Fatalities by Type of Attack (Past 27 Weeks)  
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Data Analysis 
     

WB recorded this week a total of 37 confirmed deaths in Libya, which compares to 8 deaths reported last week and 54 the week 
before. Neither Tripoli clashes nor the LNA targeting of Tebus in Murzuq have been included in the fatality count. This omission is 
due to the absence of a reliable and objective fatality count in Tripoli. The LNA’s 73rd Infantry Brigade claimed heavy losses were 
endured by GNA forces on 01 Aug, with at least 32 fatalities within GNA rank. These figures have not been accounted for in this 
week’s report, pending further verification. Meanwhile, Murzuq fatalities will be reflected in next week’s report. Further, the number 
of recorded airstrikes more than doubled relatively compared with last week’s figures. The Tripoli district continues to represent the 
highest number of incidents. Several security incidents were reported throughout the country including 41airstrikes, 15 mortar/rocket 
incidents, 8 cases of isolated gunfire, 2 robberies, 1 IED/VBIED report, and a carjacking.  
 
In Western Libya, WB recorded a total of 107 incidents, including 87 in Tripoli. In Tripoli, WB sources reported a grey Hyundai 
Sonata was stolen while parked in front of a house in Tripoli’s An-Najila area in the morning on 29 Jul. Separately, the General 
Electricity Company of Libya (GECOL) reported that locals carried out an armed attack targeting a small power plant in Tripoli’s Al 
Serra area, where they forced technicians to re-activate the switches to return power to the area on 29 Jul. The attack resulted in 
the disconnection of two units in Tripoli’s South Gas Power Supplier Station and two other units in Al Khoms Power Station. Beyond, 
sources reported smoke was witnessed above the Al Serraj area at approximately 1230hrs on 29 Jul. Initial reports indicate an 
electricity substation street cabinet caught fire in the area. Sporadic attacks targeting power sites are set to continue as local 
grievances increase amid lengthy power outages across Libyan cities. Separately, in the wider western region, local reports indicate 
unidentified assailant(s) broke into and vandalised Bani Walid’s National Commercial Bank resulting in material damage on 28 Jul. 
No casualties were reported. The bank’s management suspended operations until further notice. Bani Walid’s residents condemned 
attacks targeting government institutions and called on competent authorities to prosecute the perpetrators. 
 
Meanwile, in the central region, unexploded ordnance continues to pose a threat. Sirte’s explosive ordnance disposal (EOD) team, 
affiliated with the Sirte Protection Force (SPF), dismantled a mortar rocket ready to detonate in a public park in Sirte on 02 Aug. In 
addition, the SPF removed a military aircraft rocket from a farm approximately 20 kms South of Sirte. In both cases, the unexploded 
ordnance is believed to have been planted by Islamic State (IS) insurgents during past combat operations.  
 
Turning to the South, Murzuq took center stage this week as Tebus led an offensive to regain control over the town, resulting in 
clashes with locals and an estimated 18 fatalities. In response, the LNA carried out a UAV strike targeting Tebus and killing at least 
42 individuals. The security vacuum continues to prevail in the Southern region and further hostilities are expected with the possibility 
of retaliatory tribal attacks.  

 

In Eastern Libya, members of the Jalu Police Station arrested a Chadian national suspected of robbing 15,000 Libyan dinars 
(LYD), in addition to automobile parts from an automobile repair shop worth 10,000 LYD in Ajdabiya on 29 Jul. 
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4. Tripoli Neighborhood Report 
Four separate airspace closures at MJI; lengthy power outages  

 

 

 

 6 

At approximately 1400hrs on 02 Aug, 
indiscriminate shelling was reported in the 

Khallat Furjan area with no casualties 
recorded.  Reports of heavy artillery gunfire 
as combat operations progressed in the 
Salah Eddien and Hadba Al-Khadra areas at 
approximately 2000hrs on 02 Aug. Later, at 
approximately 2200hrs, reports of GNA 
airstrikes targeting LNA positions in Tripoli 
International Airport (TIP) and Qasr Bin 
Ghashir areas. Further, reports of heavy 
artillery gunfire in the Zatarna area at 

approximately 0200hrs on 03 Aug. 
Simultaneously, there were reports of 
clashes with heavy artillery and light 
weapons in Ain Zara. 
 
Locals protest lengthy power cuts   
Locals protested lengthy power cuts by 
burning tyres on Arada’s main road at 
approximately 0200hrs on 01 Aug. The 
incident comes after the General Electricity 

Company of Libya (GECOL) reported 
unidentified gunmen attacked a power station 
in the area, damaging an electrical 
transformer and resulting in power outages 
across Al Bivio and some parts of Souq Al 
Jum'aa. Reports of a total power outage 
impacting the electrical grid in the West, from 
Sirte to Ras Ajdair, and including Tripoli, at 
approximately 1600hrs on 02 Aug. The 
outage resulted in multiple reported 
communication failures and a temporary 

closure of the Ras Ajdair border crossing.   

Al-Bugra militia: main suspect behind MJI shelling 
 

WB recorded at least four separate airspace closures 
this week due to shelling of Tripoli’s only functioning 
airport, Mitiga International Airport (MJI). On 29 Jul, WB 
sources reported air traffic was temporarily suspended 
on two separate occasions at Tripoli’s Mitiga 
International Airport (MJI) due to indiscriminate 
shelling, with over 20 shells targeting the MJI vicinity in 
the evening. Days later, on 03 Aug, at least four shells 
targeted the airport, resulting in an additional airspace 
closure and suspension of all operations between 

1615hrs and 1715hrs. Local media reports suggest a 
shell landed near the airstrip, another near the Special 
Deterrence Force’s (SDF) gate, a third one near the air 
traffic control (ATC) tower, while the fourth shell landed 
near MJI’s VIP lounge. Further, the latest disruption 
was recorded on 04 Aug, when a total of six Grad 
missiles targeted MJI at approximately 1930hrs, 
disrupting air traffic and resulting in the second 
recorded disruption in less than 24 hours. While MJI’s 
ground staff and civil aviation authorities continue to 

display resilience by promptly resuming operations, 
disruptions have become more frequent in the past two 
months, which raises concerns over the potential for 
physical damage to the civilian airport’s infrastructure. 
 
LNA reports advances across multiple fronts  
 
The LNA War Information Division reported major 
advances across all fronts in Tripoli on 01 Aug. 
Similarily, the LNA’s 73rd Infantry Brigade claimed 
heavy losses were endured by GNA forces on 01 Aug, 

with at least 32 fatalities within GNA ranks, including 13 
from Misrata.  
 
 

KEY INCIDENTS 

1. (28 Jul) Four gunmen carjack a Hyundai 

Santa Fe vehicle (location unknown) 

2. (28 Jul) Kia Optima vehicle stolen while 

parked  

3. (29 Jul) 22 fired shells result in two 

consecutive airspace closures at MJI 

4. (30 Jul) Shots fired by locals due to long 

queues at petrol stations 

5. (30 Jul) GNA police arrest three Sub-

Saharan African illegal migrants  

6.  (01 Aug) Locals protest power cuts by 

burning tyres on road  

7. (01 Aug) Heavy explosions as GNA tanks 

fire towards Wadi Rabei 

8. (01 Aug) LNA airstrikes conducted 

overnight targeting GNA positions 

9. (03 Aug) Locals protest power cuts by 

blocking road and burning tyres  

10.  (03 Aug) Pro-GNA CT forces claims 

downing of LNA UAV over Wadi Rabei 

11. (03 Aug) Indiscriminate shells fall on 

Khallat Forjan area; no casualties  

12. (03 Aug) Barrage of shells results in 

airspace closure at MJI; Al-Bugra involved 

13. (04 Aug) 6 Grad shells result in airspace 

closure at MJI; near-miss w. aircraft  
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5. Benghazi Neighborhood Report 
Tortured local’s body stirs controversy amid efforts to coordinate security 

 

    

 

  
Regardless of the veracity of these reports, 
some analysts suggest the incident is the latest 
evidence of infighting among LNA units. In 
addition, the incident highlights the acute threat 
of arbitrary detention against Libyan nationals 
and residents in Benghazi.  

 
It remains unclear whether the body was 
identified or found on 02 Jul. WB reported a 
body was found handcuffed with signs of torture, 
including a headshot, on an unidentified beach 
in Benghazi in the evening on 31 Jul. 
 
 
Military / Police security coordination  
 

The eastern-based interim government Interior 
Minister, Ibrahim Bushnaf, instructed Brigadier 
Adel Abdelaziz, the head of the Benghazi Joint 
Security Room, to develop a security plan that 
includes all the security services and military 
units in the city. Bushnaf’s orders come against 
the backdrop of growing efforts to increase 
coordination between police, intelligence, and 
military units (LNA) across Benghazi. The LNA’s 
Chief of Staff, Brig Gen Abdulrazaq Al-Nadouri, 

recently held a meeting with Bushnaf to discuss 
eight points, including coordination efforts 
between all law enforcement units. 

 
 

Hit-and-run suspect arrested 
 
Benghazi’s Security Directorate reported that 
its General Security Investigation Department 
arrested a man behind suspected of a hit-and-
run traffic accident resulting in the death of a 

girl in an unidentified neighborhood on 31 Jul. 
There is no further information available.  
 
Local’s body found with signs of torture 
 
The body of a Benghazi local, Ahmed Al-
Kewafi, was found washed ashore 
approximately 20kms southwest of Benghazi 
on 02 Jul, two days after he was abducted. 
The body was found with signs of torture, 

including a headshot and in chains/shackles. 
The identity of the perpetrators and motive 
behind the incident remain unknown. The 
National Human Rights Commission 
condemned the apparent torture and 
circumstances related to Al-Kewafi’s death, 
calling for an official investigation. Some 
reports suggest Al-Kewafi was a member of 
the LNA Saiqa Special Forces and was close 
to Saiqa commander Brigadier General Wanis 

Boukhmada. Conflicting reports indicate the 
involvement of Mahmoud Al-Werfalli, the 
Saiqa Special Forces commander placed 
under international sanctions and recently 
promoted by Haftar. Local reports indicate Al-
Kewafi was previously abducted in 2018 by 
the pro-LNA Tarik Ibn Ziyad Battalion. 

KEY INCIDENTS  

1. (31 Jul) Hit-and-run incident suspect 

arrested  

2. (02 Jul) Local’s body found showing 

signs of torture 20 km South of the city 

3. Authorities seek to security increase 

coordination between units   

 

2 
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6. What’s next  
Possible escalation ahead of Eid Al-Adha celebrations   
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POLITICAL FORECAST 
 

UN Envoy Ghassan Salame’s popularity hit an all-time low this week after 
a GNA-led campaign accusing the diplomat of misrepresentation and bias. 
While Salame is no stranger to such accusations with previous similar 
campaigns from the East, the timing of the accusations will significantly 
undermine Salame’s peace and truce proposal during Eid Al-Adha. In his 
latest briefing to the UNSC, Salame called for a truce to take effect from 
the Muslim-celebrated Eid Al-Adha period (estimated between 10-14 
Aug), accompanied by the exchange of prisoners between the LNA and 
GNA and the release of those arbitrarily detained. Salame warned over 
an influx of weapons supplied by foreign governments in violation of the 
UN arms embargo, subsequently fueling the conflict. Salame put forward 
a three-step proposal, which would begin with a truce, followed by a high-
level meeting among “concerned countries to cement the cessation of 
hostilities”, as well as a meeting between influential Libyan factions to 
agree on the way forward. In response, the European Union (EU) 
representative for foreign affairs, Federica Mogherini, said in a statement 
that EU Member States are committed to a permanent ceasefire and 
welcomed Salame’s proposal for a ceasefire on Eid Al Adha day. 
Regionally, reports indicate Tripoli’s combat operations were extensively 
discussed during Haftar’s Cairo visit. According to the reports, Haftar 
asked Cairo for support in lifting the arms embargo. Internationally, the 
defection of Libya’s ambassador to the Central African Republic from the 
GNA could set the precedent for further Libyan diplomatic officials 
affiliated with the GNA foreign ministry to follow suit.  
 

SECURITY FORECAST 
 

Tripoli could see a wave of assassinations and increased inter-militia 
activity amid growing GNA camp tensions and unconfirmed reports that 
LNA groups are supplying sympathizers and “sleeper cells” within Tripoli 
with weapons and ammunition. The Sirte national district is set to take 
center stage as combat operations between LNA and GNA forces shift 
eastward. On the counterterrorism front, investigations with the Hisham 
Ashmawy, the prominent Egyptian militant and founder of the 
Murabitoon group recently extradited by the LNA, confirmed the 
presence of foreign fighters in Libya. Ashmawy also confirmed that a 
large number of militants in Libya and Egypt’s Sinai have tactical 
weapons training, among other revelations, particularly on the terrorism 
financing front, that will prove invaluable to counterterrorism authorities 
both in Egypt and Libya. In Sirte, there is a possibility of tensions within 
the city between the Salafi 604 Battalion and other Misrata forces. The 
Misrata-aligned Counter-terrorism (CT) force reported the arrest of an IS 
militant in the city. However, conflicting reports indicate the individual 
was a member of the 604 battalion and was arrested due to a dispute 
with another military commander. Beyond the impact to the daily lives of 
residents, power outages are now having a real impact on combat 
operations and communications, embroiling the General Electricity 
Company of Libya (GECOL) into broader political disputes. Multiple pro-
GNA factions have alleged that some elements within GECOL are pro-
LNA and therefore engage in arbitrary load shedding programs. A 
battalion within Salah Badi’s Sumoud brigade recently echoed similar 
statements, threatening a response.  

LIBYANS AND THE ARAB STREET 
 

In an exclusive interview with Russia’s Sputnik, GNA PM Fayez Al-
Serraj reiterated that military operations will continue until LNA units 
retreat to their previous positions. In reference to international efforts, 
Al-Serraj stated that beyond statements calling for a cessation of 
hostilities and a return to the political process, there have been no 
concrete efforts to end the war. Al-Serraj stated “we did not attack 
anyone and the call for a cessation of hostilities should be addressed to 
the aggressor.” Meanwhile, in response to LNA allegations of Turkish 
military support, Al-Serraj pointed to the LNA receiving foreign military 
support over the past three years which allowed for the advance on 
Tripoli, whilst noting the GNA’s cooperation with “friendly states” to 
protect the government and people. The comments were widely 
perceived as a tacit acknowledgement of receipt of Turkish military 
hardware and support. Al-Serraj specifically said “: First of all, according 
to the statement of the representative of the UN mission and other 
numerous reports, the aggressor forces have received different types 
of weapons from different states – now well-known to everyone – over 
the past three years. The aggressor has been motivated to attack Tripoli 
exactly due to having this huge arsenal. This is a violation of the United 
Nations embargo. We have repeatedly warned about it at all 
international platforms where we took part, demanding an end to this 
violation, or allow us to arm ourselves. Now we are protecting ourselves, 
cooperating with friendly states, acting as we deem necessary to protect 
our people and the legitimate Government of National Accord.” 

 
 

WHAT OTHER EXPERTS SAY 
 

Writing for The Arab Weekly, Hassan Abdel Zaher explores Cairo’s 
interest in reviving lost/new construction projects in Libya and coordination 
efforts between Libyan and Egyptian authorities to bankroll projects on the 
Libyan side. Abdel Zaher writes “Millions of Egyptians worked in Libya 
before the country descended into chaos in 2011. Egyptians worked in all 
sectors of the Libyan economy, especially in construction. After 2011, 
Egyptian nationals were targeted by Islamist militias, a drive that 
manifested itself brutally in February 2015 when the Libyan branch of the 
Islamic State killed 21 Christian workers. Soon after that incident, a huge 
number of workers returned home, swelling the ranks of the unemployed 
in Egypt. Their return was viewed by security analysts as a conspiracy by 
Egypt’s regional rivals, especially Turkey and Qatar, which sponsor 
Islamist militias in Libya, given the size of remittances sent home by the 
workers as well as the burden their return constituted to the Egyptian 
economy.To avoid the possible unrest stemming from the inability of those 
returning from Libya to find work, Cairo initiated tens of billions of dollars 
in construction projects, including new cities, roads and bridges. Those 
efforts were also part of Egypt’s overall development plans.” The author 
adds that “Apart from being an opportunity for Egyptian labour, Libya’s 
reconstruction opens business opportunities for Egyptian construction 
material producers, especially in the presence of huge surpluses. In 2018, 
for example, there was a cement production surplus of about 33 million 
tonnes. Egypt’s overall cement production was expected to reach 100 
million tonnes by next year. Libya’s infrastructure, tourism, electricity and 
communications sectors are especially of interest for Egyptian companies. 
Projects in the first phase of Libya’s reconstruction are expected to cost 
approximately $20 billion to implement, the Libyan Trade Chambers 
Association said. Major Egyptian construction companies are reportedly 
contacting financing agencies, including the African Development Bank, 
the World Bank and the European Investment Bank, to bankroll projects 
in Libya.” 
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